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The International Monetary Fund has long been a target of criticism from Third World nations for
its authoritarian practices, and insensitivity to the consequences of harsh "adjustment" policies.
Since its founding in 1945, the IMF's role has been to assist countries with balance of payments
problems, provided respective governments take policy steps that have often been politically (and
economically) painful. Demands for changes in IMF policy have also occurred in the context of an
apparently intractable foreign debt crisis, and dismal world economic forecasts. IMF director Michel
Camdessus has spoken of "a growing sense of adjustment fatigue." Examples of the impact of
Fund policies follow. In 1984 more than 50 people were killed in rioting in the Dominican Republic,
after price increases were implemented to comply with an IMF program. In the Sudan, President
Gaefar el- Nimiery's government was removed in 1985 by a military coup after the IMF cut off loans
because the country had not complied with its recommendations. The Brazilian government has
avoided all substantive contacts with the Fund for the last four years. Proposals for enhancing IMF
flexibility are scheduled to be discussed by the Fund's executive board, at an interim meeting of
the 151-nation membership in April, and at an annual meeting in West Berlin next September.
Camdessus and other Fund officials have indicated that the agency is willing to make its monitoring
procedures of debtor nations less onerous. For instance, the IMF is considering reduction of
the frequency of its national economic assessments from three months to six months. In such
assessments, the Fund would reportedly concentrate on fewer performance indicators. At present,
this process is based on the establishment of quarterly targets in several areas, such as the public
sector deficit, foreign reserves, foreign borrowing, and money supply expansion. If a country's
performance fails to meet targets, the IMF stops payment. Next, the Fund has proposed the creation
of a "contingency financing mechanism" to provide assurances to borrowers undertaking difficult
policy reforms that money will be available in case of unpredictable external shocks, such as
major world market price declines for principal exports, significantly increased interest rates in
international financial markets, and natural disasters (e.g., earthquake, drought and flooding). This
mechanism expands the concept of the Fund's Compensatory Financing Facility introduced in the
1960s. The Facility has enabled debtors to borrow somewhat more money from the Fund if faced
with lower export commodity prices. Camdessus has said he would incorporate the new mechanism
in longer-term, structural- adjustment programs the Fund may promote under an "extended Fund
facility." The latter would extend loans with terms up to 10 years. Camdessus has mentioned that
the Fund will require additional monies from stockholders to meet its new objectives. The Reagan
administration has rejected this prognosis. (Basic data from New York Times, 02/01/88)
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